YOUR FREE TIP SHEET
The #1 St e p Y ou M u st Take Be f ore M aking A
Choice About Your Future.
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THE #1 TIP YOU MUST MAKE BEFORE YOU
STEP INTO A NEW LIFE DIRECTION
We all have dreams and ideas that float through our minds daily about living a different, better life and how we could do that.
Dreams of travel, buying a home, creating our own business, having more time off, balancing work and home, working less
– earning more!
But for most of us we don’t take the first steps to see that through either because there just never seems to be enough time
to look at our dreams in more detail, or we self-sabotage through fear and panic about how we could ever make more
money to do all these things.
The Number #1 tip for anyone looking at creating a new life design for themselves is to make sure you are going to love
doing it!
How do we do this? Well, we need to know our purpose. Without this purpose and our drive that motivates us and helps us
define who we are and what we are here to do, it becomes nearly impossible to create a life fulfilled and successful.
You may want to begin a clothing line, a fashion blog, candle manufacturing, write a book, create online training programs,
start a podcast, become a high-end realtor … without knowing your purpose it will become challenging to up-level your
creation when the time is right and to keep growing your offering in the marketplace.
Your purpose, your deeply connected life purpose has always been with you since you were a child.
For the most part we grew up disconnecting from what we loved, as our parents, community and life experiences began to
leave battle scars on our brains helping us to forget parts of ourselves and our true identity.
During my Monetizing Your Worth and Maximizing Your Potential Program you and I begin the 12 week process by breaking
free of who you think you are to discover who you truly are and what your mission in life is, and how you go about it.
This underlies the foundation for creating whatever it is you want to manifest in this lifetime, and becomes the bedrock for
keeping you on track with your choices; stamina to build your new life’s design; direction for your brand/business and
creates an offering that will grow exponentially through time… bring you fulfillment, confidence and you will see yourself
make a difference in the world, even if you are not seeking that.
But this process takes time to define and it is critical to get it right, after all your purpose will impact the rest of your life and
the direction your business or offering is going to follow. That’s where my mentoring methods differ from other teachers or
coaches. To help you fully achieve your goals and dreams by defining your purpose first, and I use techniques to get us
there that are simple and effective, and also deeply intuitive.
Use this checklist as a guide for staying on your purpose:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Why do I want to create this (offering/business/service/brand/blog)?
I enjoy getting up early, staying up late doing what I do, because I LOVE it?
What does my ideal life in the broader picture look like to me?
How do I stay focused and grounded doing what I love to create?
Keep what you have simple, don’t overcomplicate things.
If what you are thinking of doing is in your heart and you are passionate about this - why are you not doing it?
Don’t worry about the how to’s, ask about the WHY….
How do you manage your brain when it wanders away from your original purpose and intent?
Dedicate yourself to what you love.

Have a beautiful day!
Click here to schedule your free personal mentoring 20 minute Breakthrough Session with Nicola!
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